
The SmartFill is a matching device of washing color fastness 
tester, which can greatly improve the accuracy and efficiency of 
the test.
It is equipped with a weighing balance. After weighing the 
sample, it automatically prepares and heats the soap solution 
according to the set bath ratio, and outputs the soap solution at 
a constant temperature, also outputs the set number of steel 
balls into the test cup. 
The SmartFill makes sample preparation more accurate and 
efficient, and it enhances economic efficiency by allowing wash 
color fastness testing to be done immediately without waiting.
The SmartFill can also be connected to the SmarTexLab App 
installed in the smartphone via WIFI, allowing the operator to 
perform a series of operations on the phone, such as setting the 
bath ratio, and temperature, and making appointments for 
replenishment of the soap and heating, etc.
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More accurate testing
The high precision balance weighs the sample, and the 
soap dosage is automatically dispensed strictly according 
to the bath ratio, accurate to 1ml, together with the precise 
temperature control and steel ball counting, it makes the 
whole sample preparation more accurate, thus making the 
test of washing color fastness more reliable.

Testing is more efficient, saving nearly 30% of individual 
labor costs each year.
By choosing SmartFill, for 1 wash color fastness tester with
12 test cups, each test preparation can save 10 minutes, 
according to 200 samples per day, or save 30% of individual 
labor costs for enterprises in a year. 

Smart instrument
Can be connected through Wi-Fi with the SmarTexLab App 
installed in smartphones, then you can set parameters, 
monitor the test status, receive equipment warning 
reminders, replenishment reminders, etc. 

Well-known brands are using.
Anta supply chain chose SmartFill, which more quickly and 
efficiently got the garment color fastness data so that 
corporate brand and quality management became more 
scientific.

The Specification of SmartFill 
Balance 
weighing limit    600g, accuracy ± 0.01g

Soap tank     working volume 6500ml

Single pumping 
volume of soap      2.5~1000ml, 
Liquid output accuracy 1ml ±5%
Soap pumping speed  ≤ 28ml / s (With steel balls)
Temperature control 
range 0~65°C, precision ±1°C
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(Soap can be refilled automatically)

220/110V  50/60Hz

45kg

500*500*520 mm(L*W*H)

Power

Weight

Dimension
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